INTERNET ESSENTIALS FROM COMCAST

WiFi 101 Tips to Get The Best Internet!
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YOUR MODEM IS
LIKE THE SUN
The best way to get strong WiFi and fast
Internet in your home is to make sure that
your Gateway modem is off the floor, not in
a closet, and has lots of space around it.
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Think of your modem as the sun, then
move things that block its “shine.”
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GET THE
XFINITY APP!
Download and use the Xfinity app on
your phone or other device to see your
account, get help with connection issues,
and turn on Advanced Security for a
free extra layer of safety.
You can also run a speed test to check
how well your network is doing.
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DON’T EAT THE
WHOLE PIE
Think of your WiFi network like a pie —
everything connected to the WiFi takes a
slice to work. When you check emails on your
phone, that takes a small sliver of pie. But
streaming HD video takes a larger piece.
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To get the best WiFi, turn off devices
that “eat” large slices of the pie when
you’re not using them.
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RESTART YOUR
INTERNET
To keep your connection strong and
Gateway modem's software up to date,
restart your modem once in awhile.
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You can restart your modem from the
Xfinity app or unplug it for 10 seconds.
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CABLES ARE YOUR SPEED’S
BEST FRIENDS
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Your Internet will always get the best
speeds when you use ethernet cables to
connect devices like gaming consoles and
laptops right into your Gateway modem.
Make sure all of your cable connections
are tight, including the coax cable that
runs from your modem to the wall.

Continuing to experience problems? Give us a call at 1-800-XFINITY
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